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SUNDAY SERMON
----------------------------There is nothing on the face of this earth that can painlessly prevent or reverse the
economic disaster that this Dollar Index Chart is telling us is about to happen. A
closer look and an explanation is shown on page 2.
DOLLAR INDEX QUARTERLY
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A Bear Market in the Dollar Index began in September 2001 and it continues to this very day!
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

The Dollar Index collapsed in a bear market five waves down from the high of 121.29 in
September 2001 to the low of 71.05 in June 2008. From the low of 71.05 the Dollar Index completed
a near perfect (5 waves up 3 waves down 5 waves up) Zig – Zag Bear Market corrective rally to the
high of 103.815 and topped in the March quarter of 2017. This Bear Market rally stopped exactly
where it should stop. A maximum Bear Market rally should peak between .618 and .786 of the
previous decline. Starting at the Bear Market rally peak of 103.815 there is a minor wave 1 down
that bottomed at 88.15. This was followed by minor wave 2 up that may have topped at the high of
98.26. Both of these minor waves are part of five minor waves of a projected MAJOR WAVE
THREE down. If my assessment is correct that the Dollar Index is ready to collapse in MAJOR
WAVE THREE down, the precious metals complex should start a huge bull move up.
DOLLAR INDEX QUARTERLY

ZIG – ZAG CORRECTION
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DOLLAR INDEX QUARTERLY

GOLD QUARTERLY
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These monthly charts are additional evidence indicating that a Dollar Index collapse and a gold
bull move are at the most several months away from becoming obvious.
The EURO FX has apparently made a Head and Shoulders monthly bottom that is almost in
perfect reverse alliance with the Head and Shoulders monthly top that the DOLLAR INDEX has
apparently completed. Each chart shows two points connected by a line from point 1 to point 2.
This is called the neckline.
https://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:chart_analysis:chart_patterns:head_and_shoulders_top_reversal

“The slope of the neckline will affect the pattern's degree of bearishness or bullishness. The head and
shoulders pattern is not complete and the uptrend or downtrend is not reversed until neckline support is
broken. Ideally, this should also occur in a convincing manner, with an expansion in volume.”
EURO FX MONTHLY

DOLLAR INDEX MONTHLY
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A large amount of free information about the precious metals complex and the Dollar Index
is available on the internet and various sites.
Many years ago it was suggested that these items are a necessary purchase if one is going to
follow the stock or commodity markets. If you have not yet purchased or used them now
may be a very good time to do so.

Horse Blinders
Ear Plugs
………………………………………………………………………….
The charts posted above do not lie. They tell you what has happened, is happening and to
the highest probability what will happen.
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Disclaimer: The contents of this letter represent the opinions of
Ronald L. Rosen. Nothing contained herein is intended as
investment advice or recommendations for specific investment
decisions, and you should not rely on it as such. Ronald L. Rosen
is not a registered investment advisor. Information and analysis
above are derived from sources and using methods believed to be
reliable, but Ronald L. Rosen cannot accept responsibility for any
trading losses you may incur as a result of your reliance on
this analysis and will not be held liable for the consequence of
reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein or any
omission. Individuals should consult with their broker and
personal financial advisors before engaging in any trading
activities. Do your own due diligence regarding personal
investment decisions.
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